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Practice worksheets contain identifying types like regular, irregular, concave or convex
polygon; area and perimeter of polygon; angles, apothem and more.Follow the 3 easy steps
below to get your worksheets printed out perfectly! how to. For each polygon, a regular and an
irregular example have been shown.Regular and Irregular Polygons: Identify each polygon as
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(1- Cut and Paste, 1- Circle the correct answer) Sorting Activity Great.The Quadrilaterals and
Polygons Worksheets are randomly created and will never repeat so you have. Area and
Perimeter of Regular Polygons Worksheets . Timed questions on worksheet, marked
together.. Put up on IWB a page of regular and irregular polygons (identified with numbers)
and ask TEENren to choose . Printable polygon worksheets - Includes triangles, quadrilaterals,
pentagons, hexagons, and octagons.Here are various different shapes in regular and irregular
forms:Regular pentagon, regular hexagon, regular octagon.. TEENren in Key Stage 2 learn lots
of facts about polygons and need to know how many sides. Sorting regular and irregular
shapes who get free worksheets, activities & offers from TheSchoolRun.com!KS1 Irregular 2D
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